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**Title:** People of the Philippines vs. Gonzalo Baldogo

**Facts:**

1. On February 22, 1996, Gonzalo Baldogo, an inmate at Iwahig Prison and Penal Farm,
assigned as a domestic helper to the Camacho family, conspired with fellow inmate Edgardo
Bermas to commit crimes within the Camacho residence.
2. Julio Camacho Sr., a security guard at the Iwahig Prison, left his children Jorge (14) and
Julie (12) at home to attend a Bible study. Other family members were away.
3. After Julio Sr. left, Bermas called Julie from the kitchen claiming her brother needed her,
which she initially ignored until hearing a loud noise. Upon checking, Julie found Jorge lying
bloodied and lifeless with both inmates standing over him, armed with bolos.
4. Julie fled but was caught, restrained, and gagged by Baldogo. Bermas ransacked the
house while Baldogo dragged Julie towards the mountains, where Bermas later joined them
with provisions.
5. The two forced Julie to trek with them, eventually spending nights in the mountains.
Bermas departed after a day and a half, leaving Baldogo to detain Julie until he told her to
leave on February 28.
6.  Julie  encountered  a  man  named  Nicodemus  who  helped  her  reach  authorities.
Concurrently, Julio Sr. discovered Jorge’s body after a search, confirming his death at the
hospital.
7. Dr. Edilberto Joaquin’s autopsy revealed multiple fatal stab wounds. The prosecution
presented  evidence  of  Baldogo’s  prior  homicide  conviction  and  the  deaths  were  not
disputed, focusing on implicating Baldogo despite his defenses of coercion and duress.

**Issues:**

1. Whether the trial court erred in convicting Baldogo of murder and kidnapping.
2.  Whether  the  trial  court  erred  in  rejecting  Baldogo’s  defense  of  denial  and  alleged
coercion.
3. Whether the court properly appreciated the qualifying and aggravating circumstances of
evident premeditation and abuse of superior strength.
4. Whether the death penalty in Criminal Case No. 12900 was appropriately imposed.

**Court’s Decision:**

1. **First Issue**:
– The Supreme Court ruled that the trial court’s finding of guilt beyond reasonable doubt for
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murder and kidnapping was valid. Baldogo’s active participation in binding and transporting
Julie,  and  his  presence  and  actions  during  Jorge’s  murder  indicated  complicity  and
agreement with Bermas.

2. **Second Issue**:
– The court rejected Baldogo’s defense of duress. It found Julie’s testimony credible and
uncoached, observing that Baldogo made no explicit claims to support that he genuinely
feared  for  his  life  under  Bermas’s  threats  which  otherwise  made  him  a  willing  co-
conspirator.

3. **Third Issue**:
– While the trial court erroneously applied both evident premeditation and superior strength
as qualifying circumstances for murder,  the Supreme Court agreed that treachery was
present. Jorge’s age and the manner of attack ensured he couldn’t defend himself, meeting
the standards for treachery. The murder qualified for reclusion perpetua, not death, due to
lack of sufficient aggravating circumstances.

4. **Fourth Issue**:
– The Supreme Court found no basis for imposing the death penalty, revising the penalty to
reclusion  perpetua  due  to  the  improper  establishment  of  evident  premeditation  and
considering only treachery which carried reclusion perpetua.

**Doctrine:**

– **Treachery**: Ensuring means and method that eliminate or significantly reduce the
victim’s defense capability qualifies an act as treacherous, especially when the victim is a
minor unable to protect himself.
– **Conspiracy**: Joint actions before, during, and after the felony pointing to a shared
objective reflect conspiratorial liability, binding all participants to the crime.

**Class Notes:**

–  **Article  267**  –  Kidnapping  and  serious  illegal  detention:  separation/deprivation  of
liberty, penalties extend to reclusion perpetua to death when aggravating circumstances
including minors are present.
–  **Article  248**  –  Murder:  qualifying  circumstances  include  treachery,  evident
premeditation, and use of superior strength. The penalties range from reclusion perpetua to
death.
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– **Credibility of Witness Testimony**: The subjective impression of a child witness’s facial
and body language in testimony evaluation is critical in assessing truthfulness.
– **Duress as a Defense** – Requires clear proof of immediate, well-founded fear of great
bodily harm or death with no viable escape or defense option.

**Historical Background:**

This  case  underscores  the  devastating implications  of  breaches  in  prison security  and
inmate management, highlighting vulnerabilities when inmates serve as domestic help. The
involvement of  inmates in heinous crimes against free-world citizens in such proximity
prompts re-evaluations of penal practices and needs for segregating such inmates from
potential  civilian  interactions  more  rigidly.  The  Supreme  Court’s  careful  dissection
reinforces  the  jurisprudential  standards  for  conspiracy,  culpability  across  participative
roles, and thorough evaluation of aggravating versus mitigating factors in serious crimes
like murder and kidnapping.


